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Growth at any price?
The UK’s TV economy generated £13 billion of the UK’s GDP in 2014. Indeed, with ten percent growth between
2012 and 2014, this was comfortably higher than growth in the wider economy.1
Ten percent growth is good, but there are no grounds for complacency. A deeper look at the components of this
growth reveals some potentially worrying undercurrents. Furthermore, producer consolidation, a surge in sports
rights and the globalisation of content and formats have contributed to the UK’s relative share of the global TV
economy remaining flat from 2012 to 2014. This compares to the US, whose industry share rose by four percent in
the same period.2
In part this is due to a decline in UK commission spend on UK independent content producers. This decline coincided
with a £400 million per year growth in sports rights expenditure since 2012. Deloitte’s analysis of industry revenue
flows show that sports rights spend has little impact on the UK’s creative sector, with most income flowing straight
to sports governing bodies and then onto clubs, agents and players and participants. Sports rights spend will rise
yet further in 2016 and 2017 as new deals are negotiated for Champions League and Premier League football.3 We
quickly see that growth in the TV sector is far more anaemic if we subtract £400 million a year; imagine the possible
alternative uses of such spend. The £36 million paid by Manchester United recently for the teenage Anthony Martial
could have funded even a lavishly‑budgeted BBC series like Wolf Hall five times over.
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Fig. 1. Growth in the UK’s TV economy and contribution to growth from sports rights spend
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High quality live sports is one of the few forms of entertainment to retain its cache in a more fragmented, more on
demand consumption environment. Its exclusivity makes it a crucial axis of competition for pay TV operators, who
are increasingly dependent on it to retain their large subscriber bases and thus enable investment in their own new
creative formats. Even so, sport is a creative export only for the rights bodies and the professionals participating on
the pitch or in the backrooms. Rebalancing towards sport means either finding new sources of funding for other
types of creative genres or accepting that either the quality, breadth or volume of output in those genres must be
reduced if margins are to be sustained.
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Even if we were to presume that the nine percent a year growth of the pay TV industry will continue for a further
three years and that same proportion of that growth will continue to be invested by those players into original
creative content, then spend on sports rights will effectively remove around £900 million (the difference between the
2014 Champions League and Premier League deals and the 2015 equivalent) from the TV creative economy in 2015
and £1.6 billion per year in 2016. In saying this we are not judging whether such deals represent good short‑term
business for the pay TV industry, merely pointing out that new funding sources must be found if the UK TV sector
is to sustain its traditional level of output. In essence, the rising spend in sports rights is increasingly crowding out
spend on original UK programming; so while it may appear as if (a) holistic spend is rising and (b) spend on content is
rising, if sports rights are stripped out, what one sees is a hollowing out of the creative sector. Rather than enriching
the industry, such actions may actually emaciate it.
The local trend of budgetary rebalancing towards live sports from other genres comes at a time in which US business
models are gaining ground in the UK economy. Best known is Netflix’s subscription video on demand model, which
since its UK launch in 2012 has acquired an estimated 4.4 million subscribers, up from 2.8m last year. It is steadily
transforming from an aggregator of others’ content into a savvy commissioner, as per its forthcoming series The
Crown, its first foray into commissioning in the UK.
Understanding the new business models of online subscription channels and the more traditional reasons why people
value TV led us to think about a new model for assessing the success of TV shows. Although reach is still important,
it can only fall in a world where audiences are surrounded by other forms of entertainment, each clamouring for
attention. Even so, Deloitte remains a firm believer that TV is unique in that it remains the only medium that can
simultaneously capture and sustain the attention of millions of people for hours at a stretch, and whose input allows
for the interspersing of brand‑building advertising. Pewdiepie may get millions of views for each of his videos, but
this is an audience that is stretched across hundreds of countries, and multiple days, if not weeks.
Deloitte’s research shows that by many measures the UK TV sector is succeeding. It is creating growth for the UK
economy and jobs for people in the sector. But under the surface there remain issues that should be addressed as
regulators and broadcasters seek to set out a sustainable and vibrant future for the sector. Principally those issues are
of how to sustain creative independence and balance in a highly competitive local market for telecoms connections
and a prolific and well capitalised global content market. The UK’s TV economy still packs a powerful punch but the
quest for short-term gain should not be allowed to endanger its long term fitness and competitiveness.
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Triple players: new entrants drive
TV industry growth
The Deloitte UK TV value chain is a comprehensive map of how money flows into and through the TV industry in
the UK. It has been assembled over a number of years, using primary and secondary data sources from 2009‑2014,
combined with extensive discussions with top executives and experts in the media industry that enable us to draw
conclusions about how value is distributed in the deeper‑lying parts of the TV ecosystem.
At the highest level Deloitte analysis shows that the TV industry has strengthened in the last two years, driven by
three types of business model: traditional pay TV, advertising and subscription‑funded video platforms. In this chapter
we analyse each of these areas as a basis for discussion on the creative sector.
Consolidation continues as pay TV value increases
The last two years have seen significant growth in the subscriber bases of BT4 and TalkTalk5 in addition to reasonable
growth for Sky6 and Virgin Media7. The value of pay TV subscriptions increased by £700 million between 2012 and
2014 to nearly £6 billion per annum. Future growth is likely. BT’s proposed acquisition of EE should further increase
the number of pay TV platform subscribers; the deal would provide BT with access to over 30 million customers
across EE’s mobile, fixed and wholesale business.8 This access to new customers presents BT with a huge cross‑sell
opportunity, where the ambition will surely be to convert EE subscribers to BT’s wider product offering.
Triple and quad‑play offers – bundling fixed broadband and voice with TV and mobile – appear to be a significant axis
of competition within the communications sector, suggesting that those participants unable to offer such a bundle
are likely to be tempted to enter an already crowded pay TV market. Our assumption is that such entries would
enable consumers to choose from a wider range of content types at a wider range of prices, leading to subscriber
growth, albeit at the expense of falling revenue per household at the industry level.

The net impact of this growth has been to drive the value of pay TV subscriptions up by
around £700 million since 2012 to £5,989 million
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UK TV value chain analysis: 2014

UK TV value chain analysis : 2014
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Mobile at the heart of ad‑funded digital platform growth
The second area of significant growth is in ad-funded digital platforms. For the purposes of this analysis, this category
has been restricted to professional content creators only, removing the impact of user-generated content that is
also monetised by adverts. This category is made up principally of ITV Player, 4OD and Demand 5. Deloitte’s analysis
suggests that this sector is experiencing dramatic growth: from £143 million in 2012 to £240 million in 2014.
Users continue to add to their subscription bundle as SVOD offerings multiply
However, the fastest growth area since 2012 has been in subscription funded digital platforms. In 2012, Deloitte
estimated that these business models generated £62 million in the UK. In 2014 they contributed £317 million.
The meteoric rise in value has been fuelled by the expansion of services such as Netflix, which some forecast to have
close to 5 million subscribers in the UK by December, 2015.9 The success of Netflix and its myrmidons has served to
increase marketing spend in this part of the industry and thus increase awareness.
The growth of both pay TV subscription platforms and subscription‑funded digital platforms suggests that far
from being substitutes, for the time being these platforms in fact complement each other and that many pay TV
households are also choosing to extend their access to content by topping up with a Netflix, Amazon or equivalent
subscription. Whether traditional pay TV bundles will suffer a longer‑term decline much as the DVD market has at
the hands of SVOD remains unclear. What is clear is that the economics of the value chain have altered, with more
money entering at the top of the market and that there has been a shift from local to global, as international players
are now adding ever‑more high quality stories and formats to screens already replete with such fare.
How long consumers will continue to add to their existing content spend before becoming more selective with their
packages, and whether the proliferation of content providers proves a good thing for customers in terms of content
range and price options, remains to be seen. At this aggregate level, the UK TV industry appears to be experiencing
almost universal success. However, looking deeper suggests three areas of significant concern: the impact of the
growing cost of sports rights, producer independence on original creative output and the apparent paradox between
increasing advertising revenues and falling audience numbers. The following two chapters will assess each in turn.

Although reach is still important, it can only fall in a world where audiences are
surrounded by other forms of entertainment, each clamouring for attention
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Cash Cows and Holy Grails: sustaining
UK production’s global role
The UK TV industry has historically perceived itself as a global leader in editorial quality and provocative content.
And often with good reason: it has blazed the trail in genres and formats; the BBC’s natural history programmes
continue to lead the genre and travel well;10 entertainment formats such as Strictly and Bake Off have been licensed
across the world;11 it has pioneered new innovative formats such as fixed rig fly‑on‑the‑wall factual series like
Gogglebox, One Born Every Minute and Educating Yorkshire – also snapped up by international producers.12
But in an increasingly global TV market, is the UK still the creative front‑runner it sees itself as?
The headline figures suggest all is well. Total content spend by all UK TV channels (including original commissions,
repeats and acquisitions) increased by an average of four percent a year over the last four years to a total of
£6.4 billion.13 Public Service Broadcasters (PSBs) alone spent £2.5 billion per year on original commissions, up eight
percent over five years.14 The number of original hours commissioned has remained steady too, with the five main
PSBs accounting for just over 30,000 hours a year over the last five years.15

The UK TV
industry has
historically
perceived itself
as a global
leader in
editorial quality
and provocative
content.

However, despite the veneer of a soaring UK commissioning market, most of the growth in UK content spend has
been driven by sport and film. Excluding these, total spend on original commissions, acquisitions and repeats has
seen a modest 0.2 percent average annual growth (in other words, a reduction in real terms) over the last four years,
while spend on original commissions only has fared little better with a 0.5 percent annual increase on average from
2010‑2014.16
The focus of original commissioning spend is also changing. With pressure on UK broadcasters’ audience figures,
both from viewers’ increasing access to popular U.S channels through UK‑based service providers17 and to
international OTT providers such as Netflix and Amazon, the need to produce high quality and engaging content is
greater than ever, especially for the commercial broadcasters relying on capturing the attention of large audiences for
their ad revenues.
As a result, spend per hour for key scheduling slots is being pushed up18 and the mix of spend is shifting towards
peak‑time programmes, rather than daytime.19 Both channels and production companies are under increasing
pressure to find the ‘next big thing’ before the existing tent pole programmes lose their lustre.
Despite a rise in spend per hour for flagship shows, in general production budgets in the UK are declining in real
terms, falling 2.6 percent on average in the last year.20 There is clearly a tension between maintaining quality and
creative originality and shrinking budgets. Thus, production companies are increasingly turning to co‑production
as a means of spreading the cost. However, these partnerships are not without challenges; they can be costly,
time‑consuming to initiate and manage and may require the primary production company to forgo a proportion of
rights income.
If we compare the UK to global trends, the picture is not rosy either.
Deloitte’s research suggests that this picture of universal success is somewhat misleading. In the increasingly
borderless world of TV content, the industry cannot purely judge itself on its own merits. In fact, when looking
at the sector’s performance at an international level, it is found to be lacking. Total TV revenues in the UK have
grown at eight percent over the last four years, while global growth was 12 percent from 2010‑2013, the latest
year for which figures are available. In contrast, the U.S market grew over twice as fast (17 percent) over the same
period.21 So, whilst the absolute value of UK market is rising, it is in fact falling in relative terms when compared to
our creative competitors.
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The impact of changing commissioning patterns
The high value placed on content and ownership of the associated IP is driving broadcasters such as Sky22 and
large indies23 to continue acquiring stakes in successful production companies, in the hope of owning the rights
to broadcasting’s next zeitgeist. Smaller production companies often benefit from the parent company’s skills and
knowledge base, therefore freeing up funds to invest in development.

[Netflix]
is steadily
transforming
from an
aggregator of
others’ content
into a savvy
commissioner

The net effect of these changes can be seen in the decline of independent production companies’ revenues
from UK commissions in the last year, falling five percent between 2013 and 2014 to £1.6 billion. This can be in
part attributed to ITV Studios five year transformation plan. The proportion of ITV1 programmes commissioned
from ITV Studios has increased steadily for the last five years and now sits at 60 percent of the channels’ original
output.24 It has also grown its share of the wider market, with revenues from other UK broadcasters increasing by
13 percent from 2013 to 2014.25 The impact of this strategic change may be offset by the changing remit of BBC
in‑house production, which many producers are hoping will result in a surge in commissions for additional BBC
commissioning hours that had previously been allocated to the BBC’s in‑house production division.
Despite this, successful UK production houses remain attractive targets for U.S broadcasters, who are looking
to de‑risk and internationalise their revenues in response to cord‑cutting in their home market.26 US production
companies are buying up UK independent producers, such as Discovery Communications acquiring Raw TV and Betty,
while Warner Bros has a majority stake in Shed Media, thus taking profits out of the UK and into foreign pockets.
This is a growing trend: nearly two‑thirds of the UK indie sector27 is now owned by foreign investors, predominantly
from the US.28 Not only are UK indies a good entry point into a second buoyant English language market, unlike
their US counterparts they typically own the majority of the IP for their productions. In the US, broadcasters or OTT
providers are typically the default owners of a programme’s IP29 and the production company merely a producer
for hire. UK production houses are however able to exploit their IP internationally, potentially accumulating more
value over the entire lifetime of the content, with the majority of companies achieving gross margins of between
20‑30 percent.30 But it is of course a two way street. UK production companies often welcome the increased
investment and the new trans‑Atlantic relationships opening up access to the US market.
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The threat to creative balance
Although this is clearly good for the owners of indies and potentially for the development of some creative skills in
the economy, we believe that it also raises questions about the long term creative balance of the UK’s world leading
TV production industry.
Whilst US investment may allow UK companies to fulfil their ambitions of making more, bigger and better
programmes there is a danger that it could be a poisoned chalice. It is uncertain how long companies that are part
of content production portfolios will be able to maintain the creative freedom that has been the key to their success.
International majors are primarily looking for scale and with that comes an increased focus on margin optimisation.
Idea creation and development is a costly business. Reformatting is a far more efficient process. Whilst many
takeovers start with an acknowledgement from the buyer that they have sought out the target company precisely
because of its creative talents and that they will operate with creative autonomy, how long these companies can
remain creatively independent whilst being financially reliant remains to be seen.
This concern aside, UK producers are doing a good job of getting a foothold in the notoriously crowded US market.
The biggest single element, 41 percent, of UK TV content exports go to the US (Australasia comes in second at seven
percent).31 UK indies’ international sales of programmes originally broadcast in the UK is soaring, growing 20 percent
over the last four years.32 There is a strong international appetite for British content.
Nonetheless, although impressive at first glance it is not a story of universal success. While UK indies’ revenue from
overseas operations and direct commissions from international broadcasters (mainly American) rose an average of
8 percent a year between 2010 and 2014, they have declined sharply in the last twelve months, falling 9 percent.
Winning commissions consistently is tough. While one series might be snapped up by a U.S broadcaster, a follow‑up
commission can never be guaranteed.
The Holy Grail is to win a returning series, such as Raw TV’s Gold Rush for The Discovery Channel. Returning series
are a stalwart cash cow that can enable the rest of the business to develop and win more pitches at home and
abroad. UK indies have to fight hard to get in the door, and even then every idea that they pitch has an uncertain
fate. With UK Indies’ domestic commissions declining, international revenues – however sporadic – appear ever more
crucial to sustaining the UK’s creative economy.
An uncertain future
The UK is still a key player in the global TV market, with international exports remaining strong, production
companies that are appealing targets for foreign investors, and global digital players regularly choosing UK
companies to partner with. The UK’s creative economy both fosters and attracts talent and investment in content
in equal measure. That said, the industry is at an important juncture. As reliance increases on foreign revenues and
international consolidation continues, it will be important for the UK industry not to lose its autonomy and sense of
self. Global integration offers much opportunity for British production companies, but there may be a danger that it
could also dilute or erode the individuality and independence that has been the key to its historic success.

Despite the veneer of a soaring UK commissioning market, most of the
growth in UK content spend has been driven by sport and film
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Pay attention! It’s time for another type
of audience measurement
A recent study may have comforted television executives – and advertisers – the world over. The 30,000 respondent,
60 country survey found that two-thirds of those asked preferred to watch television shows live, rather than
time‑shifted.33
But despite the continued appeal of the schedule for audiences globally, viewers are paradoxically harder to come
by. This is not because individuals are watching less video content, rather that they are watching more of it across
multiple devices and multiple platforms. The performance of live TV during Christmas 2014, in which audiences
slumped to their lowest level since 2009 while on‑demand platforms hit near‑record peaks,34 demonstrates that for
all the good feeling, audiences seem to be voting with their eyes and averting broadcast schedules.
Behaviours among younger age groups are particularly arresting. According to one survey, a third of Generation
Z35 claim to watch over four hours of YouTube content every day,36 time they may have once spent watching
television. Deloitte’s own research conducted earlier this year found that changing behaviours in consumption and
viewing were as much a generational shift toward on‑demand viewing as they were indicative of someone’s life
stage, the latter implying that younger age groups may favour OTT options until they are able to afford a traditional
pay TV package, at which point they will switch.37
These data points raise an important question. Even though the structure of viewing seems to be changing, the
advertising revenues for the UK’s commercial broadcasters have held up well.38 Is this a leading indicator for the
kind of decline that has hit other parts of the media sector, or is absolute reach no longer such a useful measure
of TV’s impact?
The benefits of attention over reach
Traditional measurement platforms have evolved in recent years as they attempt to keep up with how to measure
the reach of content over multiple channels, devices and time periods. These are sensible first steps to understanding
how audiences value video content in a digital economy, but there is far more road left to travel in order to
understand the paradox of declining audience and rising revenues.
For most products online, the monetary cost to a user of engaging is often zero. The digital economy today is
largely driven by ad targeting, which relies on the user, consciously or otherwise, parting with their personal data.
Thales Teixeira, a business professor at Harvard University, points to a new method of categorising engagement in
this environment.39 He identifies money, time and attention as the major resources humans have, the latter being the
least explored. Teixeira found that the value of attention can be volatile. Using Super
Bowl advertisements as a corollary, he determined that attention for an individual
American citizen in 2010 went for six cents per minute. Last year, that price increased
20 percent; over double the rate of inflation. In the current fragmented environment,
attention as a commodity is being stretched in multiple directions across multiple
devices, creating scarcity.
In such an environment of fragmentation, TV remains one of the very few media
that has sustained and even grown the attention it can command. TV has often been
a medium that is part of a consumer’s life rather than the focus of it. The BBC sitcom
The Royle Family captures this situation brilliantly with its observations of a family
that use the TV as the start of a conversation, not the conversation itself. And how
many online media can claim to simultaneously start so many conversations? Online
channels are addictive and absorbing personal experiences. They capture attention at
a micro scale, requiring enormous cost and effort in creativity and platforms to distract
a person long enough to deliver an advertising message.
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Indirect attention
In the U.S, networks have been using OTT sites such as Hulu to experiment with driving more value from their
content. Here, this means licensing old seasons of existing series to Hulu, with the aspiration of finding new viewers.
Viewers are then able to start at the first episode with the network’s hope that they will then be converted to
catching up to the latest season on air. The results for now are inconclusive, with two shows’ ratings improving after
the arrival of old seasons, and two others waning.40 However, this cross‑selling from old content – for which the
network has long since finished paying all fixed costs for and now derives little revenue from elsewhere – to boosting
ratings for new content represents a new approach to how existing IP can be re‑utilised to drive new value.
The way platforms create value from new IP is also being re‑thought. While Netflix has a library of older shows, it
also plans to triple its amount of original programming versus last year.41 Such plans are ambitious but also represent
a challenge. With the entropy of the traditional fall release schedule for the best of TV in the US, the constant
drip‑feed of new series to Netflix could risk customer inertia. While shows such as House of Cards and Orange is
the New Black saw heavy promotional marketing around their release, newer programming must compete more
aggressively with other original content on the platform, which risks creating fragmentation.
Paid online content platforms as Netflix and Amazon Prime Video, are primarily interested in using its original content
to attract subscribers to its platform, not in getting a user to watch a particular show. Series are the sports rights
of the online world. Since the programming carries no advertising, the performance of a particular show in terms
of viewership is actually less important than its performance in terms of critical acclaim. Being able to measure
performance means knowing the amount of conversions to subscription when a particular show launched. Last year,
research found that while subscribers had very high awareness of both House of Cards and Orange is the New Black
(89 percent and 94 percent, respectively),42 fewer than half had watched either one of the shows. This will suit Netflix
just fine. It is the awareness that leads to subscription they are focused on.
This adds validity to a pursuit of attention as a new form of measurement. Online subscription platforms are
interested in capturing both indirect and direct attention. Indirect involves getting subscribers to keep watching
a season, hence the countdown clock functionality that appears at the end of every episode. A strong will is required
to resist this. Direct attention, which is more of a strategic focus, centres on using a show as a promotional tool –
something that can generate buzz.
Measuring attention
Logically, attention therefore seems like a more realistic metric for advertisers than pure reach, but measuring it at
the scale required to determine the impact of a national campaign is a challenging. In 2013, Verizon planned to
calculate such attention explicitly by using sensors43 to identify users and gauge emotional state and responsiveness
to particular content, providing better ad targeting. Such thinking could be applied to television productions, where
return on investment is measured according to the amount of quantified attention a show receives.
TVs with integrated cameras (which enable their video conferencing and gesture control functions) are becoming
more mainstream, but it would be a bold measurement company that suggested using them to track consumers in
their own homes in a panoptic version of Gogglebox.
Even so, the digital economy often surprises us with the liberalness of human beings. If we had predicted five years
ago that one would be perfectly happy arriving at a foreign airport, getting in a total stranger’s private car and
being driven to another member of the public’s house to stay in their spare bedroom before dining in a neighbour’s
front room, you would have rightly judged us misguided. And yet Uber, Airbnb and GrubClub have made this
a mainstream experience. A degree of boldness and radicalism may be required to solve the measurement problem.
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26. http://variety.com/2015/digital/news/netflix‑hulu‑digital‑upstarts‑slowing‑cable‑growth‑study‑1201511323/
27. Defined as non‑uk‑broadcaster owned production companies in this context
28. http://www.televisual.com/news‑detail/Pact‑myths‑and‑realities‑of‑indie‑consolidation_nid‑5201.html
29. Netflix and Amazon retain the rights to territories they exist in, the producer retains the rights for the other
territories
30. Deloitte analysis of 82 production companies’ company filings. 77% of the companies had gross profit margin
between 20‑32.5 percent. Drama is an exception to this rule, with average gross margins in this genre at
17 percent
31. PACT UK Television Exports FY13/14
32. PACT Financial Census July 2015
33. http://www.nielsen.com//en/insights/reports/2015/
screen‑wars‑the‑battle‑for‑eye‑space‑in‑a‑tv‑everywhere‑world.html
34. http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/broadcasters/christmas‑day‑ratings‑slump/5081599.article
35. Defined for the purposes of the study in question as those aged 12‑19
36. http://www.jwtintelligence.com/2015/05/meet‑generation‑z/#axzz3jGKOdP9R
37. Deloitte Media Consumer 2015, published in May 2015
38. Totalling £3,702m in 2013 and £3,847m in 2014; combining ad revenue for commercial PSBs, pure channel
owners and Pay TV operator channels
39. http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/14‑055_2ef21e7e‑7529‑4864‑b0f0‑c64e4169e17f.pdf; http://
www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/01/19/know‑feel
40. http://www.wsj.com/articles/tv‑viewing‑slips‑as‑streaming‑booms‑nielsen‑report‑shows‑1417604401
41. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/20//media/netflix‑is‑betting‑its‑future‑on‑exclusive‑programming.html
42. http://variety.com/2014/digital/news/
netflix‑originals‑‑of‑cards‑orange‑is‑the‑new‑black‑watched‑by‑fewer‑than‑half‑of‑subs‑study‑finds‑1201277702/
43. http://www.ibtimes.com/
your‑cable‑box‑spying‑you‑behavior‑detecting‑devices‑verizon‑microsoft‑others‑worry‑privacy‑1361587
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